The greatest virtue of a new word is that it is not new. (Yechiel Michal Pínes, 1893) versus It is absolutely impossible to empty out words filled to bursting, unless one does so at the expense of language itself.
Lexical enrichment in Israeli
The main problem the 'revivalists' faced was that of Hebrew lexical voids, which were not semantic voids but cases in which purists tried to supplant unwelcome guestwords, foreignisms and loanwords. The purists tried to use mainly internal sources of lexical enrichment but were hampered by a paucity of roots.
• The number of attested Biblical Hebrew words is roughly 8000, of which some 2000 are hapax legomena (the number of Biblical Hebrew roots, on which many of these words are based, is roughly 2000).
• The number of attested Mishnaic Hebrew words is less than 20,000, of which (i) less than 8000 are Mishnaic par excellence, i.e. they did not appear in the Old Testament (the number of new Mishnaic Hebrew roots is roughly 800); (ii) around 6000 are a subset of Biblical Hebrew; and (iii) several thousand are Aramaic words which can have a Hebrew form.
• Medieval Hebrew(s) added more than 6000 words to Hebrew.
• The approximate number of new lexical items in Israeli is 17,000 (cf. 14,762 in Even-Shoshan 1970: vii:3062) .
With the inclusion of foreign and technical terms we estimate that the total number of Israeli words, including words of Biblical, Mishnaic, Medieval and Maskilic descent, is more than 60,000. EvenShoshan (1970) lists 37,260 words. Even-Shoshan (1997) , the most comprehensive dictionary of Israeli, lists slightly more.
Sources of lexical enrichment -CHART: SOURCES OF LEXICAL ENRICHMENT
The following chart summarises the main methods of lexical enrichment.
ABBREVIATIONS CONSTR = construct-state DEF = definite DOPE = derivational-only popular etymology FEN = folk-etymological nativization GPE = generative popular etymology LC = lexical conflation m = masculine MSN = multisourced neologization PE = popular etymology PM = phonetic matching PSM = phono-semantic matching sg = singular SPM = semanticized phonetic matching 
Lexical Enrichment

EX INTERNO LEXICAL ENRICHMENT IN ISRAELI
The following are some of the ex interno lexical enrichment methods applied by 'revivalists':
Creating secondary (and tertiary) roots from nouns
Consider Israeli ‫מיקום‬ mikúm 'locating', from ‫מקמ‬ √mqm 'locate', which derives from Biblical Hebrew ‫מקום‬ [må»qom] 'place', whose root is ‫קומ‬ √qwm 'stand':
Figure 1
A recent example introduced by the Academy of the Hebrew Language in Akadém 8 (March 1996, p. 1) is ‫מידרוג‬ midrúg 'rating', from ‫מדרג‬ midrág, whose root is ‫דרג‬ √drg 'grade'.
This process is morphologically similar to the production of frequentative (iterative) verbs in Latin:
• iactito 'to toss about' derives from iacto 'to boast of, keep bringing up, harass, disturb, throw, cast, fling away', which in turn derives from iacio 'to throw, cast' (whose past participle is iactus) • scriptito 'to write often, compose' is based on scribo 'to write' (<'to draw lines, engrave with a sharp-pointed instrument') • dicto 'to say often, repeat' is from dico 'to indicate, say, speak, tell'
• clamito 'to cry loudly/often, shout violently' derives from clamo 'call, shout'
Similar cases occur in Arabic:
• ‫آ‬ √mrkz, cf.
[»markaza] 'centralized (m, sg)', from [»markaz] 'centre', from [»rakaza] 'plant into the earth, stick up (a lance)' (< ‫رآ‬ √rkz)
• ‫أر‬ √/ / / /rdÉ Zħ, cf. [ta»/ardÉ Zaħa] 'oscillated (m, sg)', from [/ur»dÉ Zu:ħa] 'swing (n)', from [»radÉ Zaħa] 'weighed down, preponderated (m, sg)' (< ‫ر‬ √rdÉ Zħ)
• ‫ر‬ √mħwr, cf. [ta»ma wara] 'centred, focused (m, sg)', from [»miħwar] 'axis', from [»ħa:ra] 'turned (m, sg)' (< ‫ﺡ‬ ‫ر‬ √ħwr) • √msXr, cf.
[ta»masXara] 'mocked, made fun (m, sg)', from ‫ة‬ [»masXara] 'mockery', from ‫ﺱ‬ [»saXira] 'mocked (m, sg)' (< ‫ﺱ‬ √sXr)
The following is a tertiary root case in Israeli: 
Blending two distinct roots
• Israeli ‫דחפור‬ dakhpór 'bulldozer' hybridizes (Mishnaic Hebrew>>)Israeli ‫דחפ‬ √dħp 'push' and (Biblical Hebrew>>)Israeli ‫חפר‬ √ħpr 'dig'.
• Israeli ‫שלטוט‬ shiltút 'zapping, surfing the channels, flipping through the channels' derives from (i) (Hebrew>)Israeli ‫שלט‬ shalát 'remote control', an ellipsis -like remote (but using the noun instead) -of the (widely known) compound ‫רחוק‬ ‫שלט‬ shalát rakhók (cf. Even-Shoshan 1997: 1837b) -cf. the Academy of the Hebrew Language's ‫רחק‬ ‫שלט‬ shalát rákhak (Laméd Leshonkhá 19, October-November 1996) ; (ii) (Hebrew>)Israeli ‫שטוט‬ shitút 'wandering, vagrancy'. Israeli ‫שלטוט‬ shiltút was introduced by the Academy of the Hebrew Language in Laméd Leshonkhá 19 (October-November 1996 ) -cf. Akadém 11 (May 1997 . Synchronically, it might appear to result from reduplication of the final consonant of shalát 'remote control'.
• Israeli ‫גחלילית‬ gakhlilít 'fire-fly, glow-fly, Lampyris' is another example of blending which has also been explained as mere reduplication. This coinage by Bialik blends (Hebrew>)Israeli ‫גחלת‬ gakhélet 'burning coal' with (Hebrew>)Israeli ‫לילה‬ láyla 'night'. Compare this with the unblended ‫חכלילית‬ khakhlilít '(black) redstart, Phoenicurus' (<<Biblical Hebrew ‫חכליל‬ 'dull red, reddish'). Synchronically speaking though, most native Israelispeakers feel that gakhlilít includes a reduplication of the third radical of ‫גחל‬ √għl. This is incidentally how Klein (1987: 97a) explains gakhlilít. Since he is attempting to provide etymology, his description might be misleading if one agrees that Bialik had blending in mind.
Semantic shifting of pre-existent words
Consider Israeli ‫אקדח‬ ekdákh 'handgun, revolver' (initially 'firing machine', cf. Very often, this infusion of new meaning includes the secularization of religious terms.
Semantic secularization
Secularization, in which an originally religious term is used with a non-religious meaning, is not unique to Israeli. Examples from English include the following:
• cell 'monk's living place' > 'autonomous self replicating unit from which tissues of the body are formed' • sanction 'imposition of penance' > 'legal/political penalty' • office 'church service' > 'commercial bureau'
• hierarchy 'medieval classification of angels into ranks (including cherubim, seraphim, powers and dominions)' > in the seventeenth century: ranking of clergymen > system of grading See also mercy, novice, passion and sanctuary. The reverse process to secularization is demonstrated in English bishop and French éveque, which come from Greek epískopos 'overseer', the modern religious meaning resulting from the use of 'overseer' within the Christian community (cf. McMahon 1994: 180).
However, lexical secularization is particularly widespread in Israeli, which is a non-genetic, hybridic Jewish language, 120 years old.
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We believe that it is possible to reconstruct the coiner's mindset and motives. But this is not an easy task, especially given that there are numerous multifaceted dimensions involved. Semantic secularization can occur for many reasons, and only sometimes does it reflect ideological tension. A term may be secularized as a result of phono-semantic matching ( §3.1), calquing ( §3.2), semantic shifting ( §3.3, §3.4) and survival of the best fit ( §3.5). Particularly interesting are subversive secularizations involving ideologically manipulative 'lexical engineering' (to employ a term used in Zuckermann 2006b) -see survival of the best fit ( §4.1), mild and extreme semantic shifting ( §4.2, §4.3), pejoration ( §4.4), mild and extreme amelioration ( §4.5, §4.6), ameliorative recycling of biblical first names ( §4.7), trivialization ( §4.8) and allusion ( §4.9). The degree of manipulation is on a continuum and -inter alia since we are dealing with a new emerging language with numerous 'revivalists' -it is sometimes hard to draw the line between neutral and manipulative secularization.
See the discussion of Weiss (1977) , Kantor (1992) and Zuckermann (2003: 75) .
IDEOLOGICALLY NEUTRAL SECULARIZATION IN ISRAELI
Shift happens.
Phono-semantic matching (PSM)
PSM is defined as a multi-sourced neologism that preserves both the meaning and the approximate sound of the parallel expression in the source-language, using pre-existent target-language words or roots (cf. Zuckermann 2003 Zuckermann , 2004 . Consider the following secularizing PSMs: In Israeli, however, the primary meaning is financial: ‫לפדות‬ lifdót is 'to cash (a cheque)' and ‫גדולים‬ ‫פדיונות‬ pidyonót gdolím, lit. 'big redeems', refers to 'the trading volume on the stock market'. This shift mirrors the semantic expansion of redeem in English and other European languages into the financial sphere, so that one speaks of redeeming stocks, redeeming coupons and the like. The semantic expansion of the Hebrew root, then, may well be the result of calquing rather than of internal dynamics.
Semantic shifting: temple utensils
There is a large group of words that have undergone semantic secularization, but their new meaning is so closely associated with the old that the shift does not reflect cultural tensions beyond secularization as such. Consider the Temple utensils, many of which mean kitchen utensils in Israeli: 
Survival of the best fit
Often one meaning of a pre-existent word is superseded by another pre-existent sense either because the latter fits Zionist discourse ( §4.1) or because it is more modern, as in the following:
is 'a meeting place' or 'an annual fair', often -though not alwaysdedicated to a pagan deity and thus a site of idolatry.
In Israeli it is a secular 'fair', for example an arts fair, with no negative connotation. In Israeli, ‫תיקון‬ tikún is simply 'fixing', as in 'fixing a car'.
The journey from the Temple to the kitchen ( §3.3) is interesting, but the shift is secular and nothing more: cooking utensils in a sacred context now appear in a secular one, a sanctified ointment (#12) is now a cream. Nothing here suggests a deeper ideological engagement with the earlier strata of Hebrew. Nothing reflects the structural tension inherent in the secular-nationalist return to a language containing religious-exilic strata. That is not the case in most of the following examples. In Israeli, the cultic meaning is replaced by 'labour' in the positive sense that this term carried in the labour movement. Consequently, one finds the decidedly non-cultic ‫העבודה‬ ‫מפלגת‬ mifléget aavodá 'the Labour Party' and ‫העבודה‬ ‫תנועת‬ tnuát aavodá 'the Labour Movement'.
IDEOLOGICALLY MANIPULATIVE SECULARIZATION IN ISRAELI
Survival of the best fit
Mild semantic shifting
Mishnaic Hebrew ‫קלפי‬ [qalpe] (from Greek, cf. kálpis 'a vessel for drawing water') refers to 'a Temple urn used for drawing lots -an ancient divination technique -by which various matters were decided':
[The high priest] came to the east, to the north of the altar… and there was a casket [qalpe] with two lots… he shook the casket and took up the two lots. On one was written 'For the Lord' and on the other was written 'For Azazel'.
(Mishnah Yoma 3.9 and 4.1)
The word undergoes an interesting re-semanticization: Israeli kálfi / kálpi is not a tool for determining vox dei but vox populi: it comes to mean 'ballot box, voting/polling booth, polling station'. Israeli mishkán is 'a building for a specific purpose', e.g. ‫האומנויות‬ ‫משכן‬ mishkán aomanuyót 'the Art Centre', ‫הכנסת‬ ‫משכן‬ mishkán aknéset 'the Knesset building'. In Israeli, however, the fixed and ongoing commitment is not to prayer or to Torah study but to military service: ‫קבע‬ ‫שרות‬ sherút kéva refers to 'military service that extends beyond the duty required by the draft'. Similarly, the standing army -as opposed to the reserves -is ‫קבע‬ ‫צבא‬ tsva kéva. The term also appears as modifying the sacrifices offered as part of the inauguration ritual: 'the ram of ordination [milluk"im]' (Leviticus 8:22) and 'the bread that is in the basket of ordination' (Leviticus 8:31).
The precise meaning of [milluk"im] in this context is a matter of controversy among Bible scholars, but the root ‫מלא‬ √ml" means 'fill' and it is this meaning that generates the Israeli appropriation of the word to refer to 'supplemental / reserve military service'. Thus, one's days of miluím are no longer served at the Tabernacle but in reserve duty. In Israeli, ‫שמונה‬ ‫צו‬ tsav shmóne 'Ordinance 8' is the document informing one of upcoming (often emergency) reserve service, i.e. of miluím. But this is mere serendipity!
In these examples, secularization is presented as superseding / supersession. For example, priestly service gives way to reserve duty (miluím). Though the modern concepts replace the ancient, they do so as heirs that are still somehow anchored in the Old Testament or the Mishnah, or at least as 'natural' or 'organic' outgrowths of earlier Jewish strata. This sense of a natural -almost inevitabledevelopment is itself an expression of the ideological hegemony of Zionism. It is certainly true that the ultra-orthodox community has waged a fierce polemic against these semantic innovations (cf. Be'er 2003 and Scholem in §5). But for Israeli speakers the radical nature of the semantic change is no longer visible. The new meanings do not represent an antagonistic or revolutionary break with their ancient predecessors. The potentially problematic return to the religious strata of Hebrew is overcome by assimilating the pre-modern meanings into Israeli, subsuming the earlier under the later.
Extreme semantic shifting
A widespread strategy for overcoming the potential dangers inherent in the 'return to Hebrew' involves the 'transvaluation' of an earlier meaning, usually through an axiological reversal (e.g. a word with a positive connotation takes on a negative one, and vice versa), or a radical shift in the register (e.g. an elevated word is debased). It is worth noting that Eliezer ben Yehuda, the symbolic father of Israeli, was vehemently opposed to traditional, rabbinic Judaism (cf. Kuzar 2001) .
The following words exemplify the transfer from a sacred to an unrelated profane realm. Whereas the Temple cooking utensils are re-semanticized as secular cooking utensils (see #7-11), here the transformation of the word is a marked, conscious act of transvaluation. The interpretation of this verse is a matter of some controversy. In the Masoretic vocalization [jeråk"K], the pilgrim is seen by God. But the linguistically more natural -though theologically problematic -reading [jirk"K] has the pilgrim seeing God (cf. Shemesh 1997) . Whatever its original meaning, Mishnaic Hebrew [re"åkjon] refers to an encounter between the Israelite pilgrims and God.
In Israeli, however, the face-to-face encounter with the deity is replaced with a much more mundane engagement: reayón is an 'interview'.
Pejoration
Another type of transvaluation involves the reversal of the values associated with a word. Thus, words carrying a negative connotation are, for ideological reasons, construed as positive, or vice versa. Consider the debasement, pejoration, exemplified in the following:
The Mishnah tractate Megillah (1.2) establishes different schedules for the reading of the Book of Esther on Purim according to the size of the settlement:
If [the holiday] fell on the day after the Sabbath, villages read it earlier on the day of assembly, large towns on the day itself, and walled cities on the next day.
The Mishnah then goes on to ask what counts as a large town. The answer: 'Any in which there are ten unoccupied men [bat †låknim]' (Megillah 1.3). Mishnaic Hebrew [bat †låknim] refers to individuals who are free of the need to work, possibly because they are supported by the community as a ready prayer quorum ‫מנין(‬ [minkjån]) and possibly because they are gentlemen of leisure. In either case this is not a negative designation. Jastrow (1903) translates this phrase as 'ten persons having leisure' (see under ‫.)בטלן‬ With the lionization of labour among the early Zionists, batlán becomes a pejorative term: 'a loafer, an idler, a lazy person', sometimes implying a parasite.
Mild amelioration (negative neutral)
But much more often, secularization involves amelioration.
These three terms are grouped together because (a) they reflect a similar tendency: resemantization that neutralizes the religiously or theologically negative meaning of a word, (b) they belong to the same semantic domain.
Biblical Hebrew ‫לץ‬ [les †] refers to both of the following:
(a) 'a person bereft of wisdom' -particularly in Proverbs, where the word is regularly contrasted with the sage, e.g. Proverbs 9:8; 13:1; 21:11 (b) 'a wicked man' -the best known example for it being the opening verse of Psalms (1:1):
‫ישב‬ ‫לא‬ ‫לצים‬ ‫ובמושב‬ ‫עמד‬ ‫לא‬ ‫חטאים‬ ‫ובדרך‬ ‫רשעים‬ ‫בעצת‬ ‫הלך‬ ‫לא‬ ‫אשר‬ ‫האיש‬ ‫אשרי‬ .
Happy is the man who has not followed the counsel of the wicked or taken the path of the sinners or joined the company of the insolent ‫לצים(‬ [leks †im]).
'Insolent' is here a theological term, implying insolence towards God. Then I considered all that my hands had done and the toil I had spent in doing it, and again, all was vanity and a chasing after wind, and there was nothing to be gained under the sun.
In Mishnaic Hebrew, the narrower sense of 'labour' becomes more pronounced, as in the following statement from Mishnah Avot 2.14:
Rabbi Elazar says: be diligent in the study of Torah and know the proper response to a heretic ["Kppikqoros], and know before whom you labour […åkmel] , and the supervisor is reliable -he will pay you the wages of your actions.
Here too, however, the sense is largely negative: […å»mål] is regularly paired with ‫יגע‬ [kjKga…] 'exertion, tiring toil'. Man is sentenced to […å»mål] and can only redeem this state of affairs by labouring in Torah. Socialist Zionism, however, strips the term of its negative connotations, and it comes to mean 'productive work, labour', often in an unambiguously positive sense as in the following toponyms:
• ‫עמל‬ ‫תל‬ tel amál was the name of a kibbutz (the first of the so-called khomá umigdál settlements), established in 1936, today called Nir David.
• ‫עמל‬ ‫נוה‬ nevé amál is a neighborhood in Herzeliyah.
• ‫עמל‬ ‫קרית‬ kiryát amál is a settlement near Tiv'on. Ultimately, the negativity of the word derives from a negative valorization of materiality as such: the ultimate good (God) lies beyond the material world, and any attempt to conceive of this good in terms drawn from lived human experience constitutes a grave philosophical and theological error.
In Zionist discourse, however, agshamá is ideologically positive, referring to the immanent physical realization of ideological ideals (usually settlement), 3 for example moving from the city to a cooperative agricultural settlement, a kibbutz. Undoubtedly, it is this sense -rather than the Maimonidean -that is alluded to by the toponym ‫מגשימים‬ ‫רמת‬ ramát magshimím, lit. 'Magshimím Heights', a moshav in the Golan Heights, as well as by the Magshimím Zionist youth movement. Magshimím are the realizers of Zionist ideology.
Note that there were pre-Zionist trends towards revaluating the term [hagsåkmå], particularly in Hasidism. In this case, Zionism sided with and radicalized a pre-existent sense of the word. The semantic shift -which indicates a break with the Mishnaic sense -may have already been evident in Yiddish or literary Hebrew. It is significant to realise that most often it is the case that the marked Yiddish meanings -rather than the classical senses -were adopted by Israeli speakers. This general process, however, was often subconscious -as opposed to most cases of ideological secularization discussed here. What, one might ask, is so terrible about calling the synagogue by that name? Rashi explains that 'This is a derogatory term suggesting that everyone congregates there'. In other words, the term [bet håk…åm] marks the speaker as part of the unlearned, the antithesis of the rabbinic intellectual élite. This is such a derogatory term for the synagogue that employing it results in the death of the speaker.
When Zionist settlements -with their strong ideological commitment to populism -established cultural centres, they called them bet aám, taking on and transvaluing the role of the nonscholastic and non-rabbinic […am håk"årKs †] (see 'A Song of Praise to 'amey ha-'aretz' by Zalman Schneur, 1886 -1959 , cited in Luz 1987 The latter is the basis of Israeli ‫חילוני‬ khiloní 'secular'. The semantic shift is telling and, to an extent, emblematic: while the Aramaic word is defined negatively, as the individual who is not a priest and does not have the rights of a priest, Israeli khiloní assumes a positive cultural content or Weltanschauung (at least in the circles that adopted this new meaning), one centred around humanity rather than God.
It is worth noting that Israeli khiloní was coined by Joseph Klausner, a scholar intimately involved in the establishment of an anti-orthodox counter-history, primarily in his attempt to 'redeem' two Jews marginalized by rabbinic Judaism: Spinoza and Jesus. In a 1927 speech Klausner delivered at Mt Scopus, he addressed the excommunicated philosopher Spinoza saying 'You are our brother! You are our brother! You are our brother!'. On Jesus, see Klausner (1922) .
(39) ‫תרבות‬ [tarkbut] tarbút
A biblical hapax legomenon, [tarkbut] appears in Numbers 32:14 in the phrase
‫אנשים‬ ‫תרבות‬ ‫חטאים‬ [tarkbut "ǎnåksim ˜at †t †åk"im] 'a breed of sinful men', with the root ‫רבה‬ √rbh being understood as referring to the group that was 'raised' in a certain manner. In Rabbinic literature it appears almost exclusively in the phrase ‫רעה‬ ‫תרבות‬ [tarkbut råk…å] 'bad rearing/education' (e.g. Mishnah Niddah 10.8, Babylonian Talmud Hagigah 15a). In Israeli, the valence of tarbút changes and it becomes 'culture' in the sense of Bildung.
(40) ‫בלורית‬ [bIlokrit] blorít
In delineating the borders between the Jew and the non-Jew in Roman Palestine, rabbinic literature often draws the line at any action that could involve participation in idolatrous practices. It is generally permitted to trade with pagans, but not immediately prior to pagan holidays lest the Jew's money fund the idolatrous practices; it is generally permitted to purchase food from a pagan, though not wine that could be used for pagan libations; and so on.
Interestingly, this distinction is also found in the realm of coiffure: A barber is, as a rule, permitted to cut the hair of a pagan, but there is one exception (Mishnah Avoda Zara 3.6):
A Jew who is cutting the hair of a pagan, as soon as he reaches the [bIlokrit] he drops his hands.
According to Maimonides's Mishneh Torah: The Book of Knowledge (see Hyamson 1965: 78b) , [bIlokrit] refers to the following haircut:
'And I have set you apart from the nations' (Leviticus 20:26): He shall not put on a garment like that specially worn by them, nor let the lock of his hair grow in the way they do. Thus, he shall not cut the hair of the head at the sides, leaving the hair in the center untouched as they do -this is called [bIlokrit] .
Thus, Mishnaic Hebrew [bIlokrit] is 'Mohawk', a hairstyle in which the scalp is shaved except for an upright strip of hair that runs across the crown of the head from the forehead to the nape of the neck. But the precise definition is less important than its function as a distinctive marker of the pagan. Consider the following drashot (interpretations):
'Or has any God ventured to go and take for himself one nation ‫גוי ( In describing Israel's exodus from Egypt, Deuteronomy speaks of the departure of 'one nation from the midst of another nation', using the word ‫גוי‬ [goj] for Israel and Egypt alike. The linguistic equation of Israel and Egypt suggests to the interpreter that the Israelites had lost their distinctive identity and adopted that of their hosts. To prove the point, the interpreter cites a number of characteristics which are normally associated with the pagans but which have been adopted by the Israelites: both are uncircumcised, both wear garments of mingled fabric, and both have grown a [bIlokrit] .
Similarly:
These things are prohibited because they savour of heathen practices [the way of the Emorites]: to trim the front of the hair and to grow a [bIlokrit].
(Deuteronomy Rabbah 2.18, see Rabinowitz 1977: 44) Intriguingly, in Israeli not only does ‫בלורית‬ blorít lose its meaning as the marker of the pagan as opposed to the Jew, but it also becomes one of the defining characteristics of the Sabra, 4 the 'new Jew', characterized by 'forelock, hair above the forehead'. Thus, in Naomi Shemer's classic song about two young men from the same village, who march through life in parallel until one is killed in battle:
We are both from the same village, the same height, the same blorít of hair
Israeli blorít also appears in Hayim Guri's poem 'Camaraderie' ‫הרעות(‬ areút), a paean to the fallen fighters of the Palmach brigade:
We shall remember them all, they of the beautiful blorít and countenance 4 Sabra 'prickly pear' (widespread in Israel) -cf. ‫צבר‬ tsabar -is a nickname for native Israelis, allegedly thorny on the outside and sweet inside. This is analogous to the use of the word kiwi to denote a New Zealander, not after the delicious fruit but rather after the nocturnal, wingless bird which has a long neck and stout legs. The precise meaning of this transvaluation seems to be that Zionism would take an explicitly exilic location [haggoklå tel "åkbHibH] 'the exile, Tel Aviv' and turn it into the centre of Jewish national revival, forcefully reversing the biblical association of Tel Aviv with exile.
Ameliorative recycling of biblical names: using deep-rooted Hebrew forms ignoring their original negative associations
Extreme amelioration is also apparent in Zionist re-appropriation of anthroponyms of biblical figures that are disparaged by the Old Testament or later rabbinic tradition. Names such as Rehavam, Omri and Anat -as well as Hagar, Shamgar, Nimrod and many othersrepresent a cultural appropriation of biblical names that baldly undermines their (often explicit) biblical axiology. The names maintain a vaguely biblical -and thus authentic, desirable -sense (Sinn), but lose their biblical reference (Bedeutung). The material is biblical but the connotations are not.
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A similar phenomenon is the return of Canaanite divinities such as Yam (popular among kibbutz children), Shákhar and Réshsef as first names for Israeli children. To be sure, there is no cultural appropriation intended here, no conscious desire to reclaim a Canaanite identity. Still, the renewal of these names -meaning 'sea', 'dawn' and 'flame' respectively -may be a reflection of a deep affinity between the explicit identification of nature and the divine in Canaanite mythology, on the one hand, and the nature-worship that is part of the more Romantic strains of Jewish nationalism, on the other.
Trivialization ('Israelis have no God')
In a number of instances the theological sense of a word is done away with by turning the word into a colloquial term. Thus Mishnaic Hebrew ‫תחתונים‬ [ta˜toknim] designates the material world, literally 'those below', as opposed to the heavenly or supernal world, the latter being the ‫עליונים‬ […Kljoknim]. Genesis Rabba, for example, discusses at length whether, in the process of creation, God first created the […Kljoknim], the supernal world, and then the [ta˜toknim], the material world, or vice versa (Bereshit Rabba section 2; vol. 1, p. 15 in the Theodor-Albeck edition).
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Though the differences are obvious, the use of the Bible may be compared to what Schwarz (1995: 38) calls the "talismanic and evocative" use of Hebrew in the post-70 AD. Jewish Diaspora, inasmuch as it is not the biblical meaning that generates these names (and which may be quite unknown to, e.g. parents naming their daughters 'Anat), but their biblical feel. They serve to connect the bearer of the name with a vague and ill-defined biblical 'heritage', the precise details of which are much less significant. Thanks to Andrea Berlin for referring us to Schwarz's article.
In Israeli, however, takhtoním means 'underwear, underpants' ('those below'). This is a marked re-semantization inasmuch as one would expect the word for 'underwears' to be in the dual form, in analogy with ‫מכנסיים‬ mikhnasáim 'trousers, pants'. The semantic shift is particularly jarring considering that the term is perhaps best known from a midrashic statement that played an important role in later Hasidic thought, namely that the divine presence originally resided in the material world (but took refuge in the heavens after Adam's sin): ‫בתחתונים‬ ‫שכינה‬ ‫עיקר‬ 'originally the Divine Presence resided in the lower realm,' i.e. in the [ta˜toknim] . (b) Israeli erotica or pornography sites, where takhtoním appears in its Israeli sense.
The juxtaposition of the religious and the pornographic websites on the result page represents a striking manifestation of the distance this word has traversed, and of the willingness of Israeli to thumb its nose at the values of earlier strata of Hebrew. 
Allusion
Allusion to religious concepts is a very effective rhetorical device, often used by politicians. Consider George W. Bush's use of axis of evil or Osama Bin Laden's use of crusade. Ophir (2001) claims that Israeli nationalists use interpretation of holy texts and rituals to justify discrimination, segregation and overpowering of the Palestinian people.
Through allusion, in which the new meaning is heir to the older, while at the same time displacing it, socialist Zionists shrewdly draw on earlier linguistic strata without legitimizing the exilic and religious sensibilities they encode. 8 Consider the following: See the discussion in Azaryahu (1995) .
This statement parodies the famous Mishnaic statement (see #49), replacing the values of 'torah, Temple service and deeds of loving kindness' with a trio that emphasizes the agricultural, military and sexual ethos of Zionism. But unlike 'who can tell the mighty acts of Israel' for 'who can tell the mighty acts of the Lord', the lofty, sublime register of the earlier phrase is not maintained. Similarly, whereas the B'nei Akiva motto, torá veavodá, alludes to the Mishnah statement as a way of legitimizing its own (radically new) ideology, here, quite to the contrary, the irreverent Sabra's statement is a parody of the rabbinic dictum, not its heir.
Note that this is the position of the character, not necessarily of Shamir himself. The platoon leader gets his parody wrong by suggesting that he is making fun of a dictum that appears 'in the Torah' when, in fact, it is one of the best known statements in the Mishnah. Here Shamir may be subtly expressing his own scorn for the derisive attitude of the Sabra. There are instances of enthusiastic appropriation of sexual themes in earlier strata of Hebrew. A literary example appears in Haim Nachman Bialik's children's book 'The Champion of the Onions and the Champion of the Garlics' (alúf abtsalím vealúf ashúm), which refers to one of its characters as ‫בהטיה‬ ‫בקי‬ [båkqi bIhat †t †åkjå] 'an expert incliner'. This is an obscure Mishnaic phrase referring to one who is able to have sexual intercourse with a virgin without drawing blood. That Bialik would choose to incorporate the phrase into juvenile literature -without, of course, making its meaning explicit -is an indication of the sexual playfulness that at least some prominent writers associated with their work -cf. Be'er (2004: 269-270 ). Consider the sentence written beneath a portrait of a pilot standing in front of a jet fighter, in a recruitment poster hanging in some Israeli air force bases: ‫כנחשה‬ ‫ארצכם‬ ‫ואת‬ ‫כברזל‬ ‫שמיכם‬ ‫את‬ ‫.ונתתי‬ The Hebrew pronunciation was [wInåtatkti "Kt sImekkHKm kabbarkzKl wIk"Kt "ars †IkkHKm kannI˜ukså] but in Israeli it would be pronounced venatáti et shmeykhém kebarzél veét artsekhém kenekhushá / kenekhóshet. The literal meaning of this high-register sentence is 'I will make your skies like iron and your earth like copper', implying that the Israeli Air Force makes the skies as impenetrable as iron to its enemies. But the use of Leviticus 26:19 as a recruitment slogan is remarkable considering its original meaning:
And if, for all that, you do not obey Me, I will go on to discipline you sevenfold for your sins, and I will break your proud glory. I will make your skies like iron and your earth like copper, so that your strength will be spent to no purpose. Your land shall not yield its produce, nor shall the trees of the land yield their fruit.
(Leviticus 26:18-20)
The biblical context is explicitly negative: the iron sky a sign of drought, the copper land an indication of barrenness -whilst the air force poster suggests military power and fortitude. Clearly, the appropriation of the biblical verse involves a shift in the original meaning. Be that as it may, this shift may simply be due to the graphic designer's ignorance of the verse's original meaning and while ignorance is a cultural force in its own right, it is not one of the manipulative forces treated in this chapter. But it is relevant to Gershom Scholem's 1926 letter to Franz Rosenzweig. We do live inside this language, above an abyss, almost all of us with the certainty of the blind. But when our sight is restored, we or those who come after us, must we not fall to the bottom of this abyss? And no one knows whether the sacrifice of individuals who will be annihilated in this abyss will suffice to close it.
CONFESSION ON THE SUBJECT OF OUR LANGUAGE (Bekenntnis
The creators of this new linguistic movement believed blindly, and stubbornly, in the miraculous power of the language, and this was their good fortune. For no one clear-sighted would have mustered the demonic courage to revive a language there where only an Esperanto could emerge. They walk, and walk still today, spellbound [gebannt] above the abyss. The abyss was silent and they have delivered the ancient names and seals over to the youth. We sometimes shudder when, out of the thoughtless conversation, a word from the religious sphere terrifies us, just there where it was perhaps intended to comfort. Hebrew is pregnant with catastrophes. It cannot and will not remain in its current state. Our children no longer have another language, and it is only too true to say that they, and they alone, will pay for the encounter which we have initiated without asking, without even asking ourselves. If and when the language turns against its speakers -it already does so for certain moments in our lifetime, and these are difficult to forget, stigmatizing moments in which the daring lack of measure of our undertaking reveals itself to us -will we then have a youth capable of withstanding the uprising of a sacred language?
Language is Name [Sprache ist Namen]. In the names, the power of language is enclosed; in them, its abyss is sealed. After invoking the ancient names daily, we can no longer hold off their power. Called awake, they will appear since we have invoked them with great violence. Truly, we speak in rudiments; we truly speak a ghostly language [wir freilich sprechen eine gespenstische Sprache]: the names haunt our sentences. One or another plays with them in writings and newspapers, lying to themselves or to God that this means nothing, and often, out of the ghostly shame of our language, the power of the sacred speaks out. For the names have their own life -had they not, woe to our children, who would be hopelessly abandoned to the void.
Each word which is not newly created but taken from the 'good old' treasure is full to bursting. A generation that takes upon itself the most fruitful in our sacred traditions -our language -cannot live, were it to wish it a thousandfold, without tradition. The moment the power stored at the bottom of the language deploys itself, the moment the 'said [das Gesprochene]', the content of language, assumes its form anew, then the sacred tradition will again confront our people as a decisive sign of the only available choice: to submit or to go under. In a language where he is invoked back to a thousandfold into our life, God will not stay silent. But this inescapable revolution of the language, in which the voice will be heard again, is the sole object of which nothing is said in this country. (54) ‫משבר‬ ‫עד‬ ‫בנים‬ ‫באו‬ Ba'u banim 'ad mashber in Isaiah 37:3 is interpreted by Israelis as 'children arrived at a crisis' rather than as 'children arrived at the mouth of the womb, to be born'.
Add to these all the numerous lexical items discussed in this chapter, e.g. in Example 35: ‫יולד‬ ‫לעמל‬ ‫אדם‬ "ådåm lI…åmål yullåd (Job 5:6-7), which is interpreted by Israelis as 'man was born to do productive work' rather than 'man was born to do mischief'. This Biblical sentence stands as an accusation of the inherent wickedness of mankind.
Most importantly, the available examples are far from being only lexical (as in the above faux amis 'Yiddish Forward', 28 July 2000, p. 16 . This is an incestuous phono-semantic matching by semantic shifting of English prize.
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Cf. the 1999 advertisement (in the UK) for Toblerone chocolate (which 'inspires the world'), which showed a photo of pyramids in Egypt, asking: 'Ancient Tobleronism?'.
mitókh bitakhón betsúr israél…
Placing our trust in the almighty / Placing our security in the rock of Israel, we affix our signatures to this proclamation at this session of the Provisional Council of State, on the soil of the homeland, in the city of Tel Aviv, on this Sabbath Eve, the 5 th day of Iyar, 5708 (14 May 1948) Biblical Hebrew ‫בטחון‬ [bit †t †åk˜on] means 'trust, faith (in God)'. The semantic range of its root ‫בטח‬ √bt †˜ is not limited to 'trust/faith in God' but this is certainly one of its main meanings. Indeed, in many instances the biblical text promotes faith or trust in God over earthly persons or institutions. The psalmist exhorts 'O Israel, trust In later strata of literary Hebrew, the specific sense 'faith in God' is the dominant, almost exclusive meaning. Thus, Shlomo Ibn Gabirol (11th century AD) devotes a chapter in his ethical treatise The Improvement of the Moral Qualities (tikkun middot hannefesh) in Yehudah Ibn Tibbon's translation of the moral attribute [bit †t †åk˜on]. The opening statement of the chapter is 'This is the exalted trait by which an individual comports himself according to his faith in God and his reliance on Him'.
In Israeli, however, ‫בטחון‬ bitakhón no longer derives from God but rather from military power. The word means 'military power' as in the phrase ‫הביטחון‬ ‫מערכת‬ maarékhet abitakhón 'the military' and ‫הביטחון‬ ‫כוחות‬ kokhót abitakhón 'the security forces', while the minister charged with the army and other security forces is ‫הביטחון‬ ‫שר‬ sar abitakhón 'Minister of Defence (literally: security)'.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Israeli society is riven. Ironically, as well as being a highly symbolic common language, Israeli has come to highlight the very absence of a unitary civic culture among citizens who seem increasingly to share only their language (and enemies). The nexus which allegedly binds all Israelis together is an illusion. The existing continuum between the ultra-orthodox and the ultra-secular does not mitigate the divide, and mutual hostility is apparent in the two camps.
In line with the prediction made by the Kabbalah-scholar Gershom Scholem in his letter to Franz Rosenzweig, some ultra-orthodox Jews have tried to launch a 'lexical vendetta': using secularized terms like 'dormant agents', as a shortcut to religious concepts, thus trying to convince secular Jews to go back to their religious roots (cf. Walzer 1965 and Ravitzky 1993) .
The study of Israeli cultural linguistics and socio-philology may cast light on the dynamics between language, religion and identity in a land where fierce military battles with external enemies are accompanied by internal Kulturkämpfe.
